
SCALP & HAIR CARE
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Suitable for
all hair types



The Revival Scalp Wash cleanses delicately and washes away dirt, grit,
pollution, and excess oils while protecting and maintaining the scalp’s
natural balance for an optimal healthy scalp. Meanwhile, it also infuses
nutrients into the hair follicles and strengthens and promotes healthy hair.

Usage Instructions: Pump and apply evenly over your scalp and hair, followed by a gentle 
massage. Rinse thoroughly. Keep out of reach of children. Avoid contact with eyes.

In case of contact with the eyes, rinse immediately with water.

Stimulates hair
follicles & promotes hair growth
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Helps improve
blood flow, cooling & freshening
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Anti-inflammatory & improves 
overall scalp health
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Scalp-soothing superstar - hydrates 
& moisturizes the scalp
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Our revolutionary Scalp & Hair Revival Spray has been specially formulated to invigorate the scalp 
and boost hair volume. Combining the power of Peppermint, Chamomile and other botanical 
ingredients, it helps to deeply hydrate and fortify the hair for a healthier, fuller look.

Usage Instructions: Shake before use. After cleansing, apply the product directly to the scalp in 3 sections for better 
absorption. Leave in for a few minutes, massage, and let it dry.

Use 2-3 times a week for 6 consecutive weeks for optimal results.

Helps improve blood flow, cooling 
& freshening����������

Strengthens the strands & targets 
the causes of hair loss
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Strengthens & improves the elasticity 
of the hair fiber
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Boosts collagen production, treats 
oily scalp & dandruff
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Retains moisture & mproves the 
texture of damaged hair���-������� 	5

Hydrates the hair shaft, conditions 
& strengthens the hair����� �������

Scalp-soothing superstar - hydrates 
& moisturizes the scalp��������
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Introducing Color Lock Shampoo - the perfect product for keeping colored 
hair looking vibrant and healthy! Our specially formulated Clove and Orange 
essential oils helps keep your color-treated hair looking vibrant and healthy, 
shielding it from UV rays and giving it a beautiful shine.

Usage Instructions: Pump and apply evenly over your scalp and hair, followed by a gentle 
massage. Rinse thoroughly. Keep out of reach of children. Avoid contact with eyes.

In case of contact with the eyes, rinse immediately with water.
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Revitalizes your hair and prevents the signs of aging. The Moisture Revival
Treatment combines powerful botanical active ingredients and advanced
haircare technology to completely condition, strengthen and protect your 
hair. Suitable to be used as conditioner as well.

Usage Instructions: Scoop an adequate amount and apply evenly over your hair (avoid 
direct application to the scalp), followed by a gentle massage. Leave on for 5-10 minutes 
and rinse thoroughly. 

Stimulates hair follicles & promotes hair growth��������

Helps improve blood flow, cooling & freshening����������

Anti-inflammatory & improves overall scalp health��������

Retains moisture & protects the scalp & hair from damage���������

Rich in fatty acids & vitamins that 
help to nourish the hair & scalp
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Repairs damaged hair, smoothens 
& preserves hair color
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Conditions, strengthens & gives shine 
to the hair
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Controls hair color, locks in moisture 
& reduces split ends 
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Adds shines to the hair and balances 
the oil production on the scalp
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Another form of Vitamin E which helps increase hair growth
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Is your scalp feeling dry, flaking or irritated? Are 
you experiencing unusual hair loss? You might 
need to improve your scalp health. 

Proper scalp care encourages hair growth, reduces 
hair loss while enhancing overall hair texture, shine 
and volume. Although regular washing and 
conditioning can help keep hair clean, adding 
natural oils and serums into your regime will help 
nourish, moisturise and protect your scalp.  

Take the time to properly care for your scalp, and 
your hair will look and feel its best. 

men will deal 
with hair loss 
by age of 50

The average person sheds about 

On average, a healthy scalp has around

hair follicles - that’s where your 
lovely locks come from!

and could be more when using 
products with harsh chemicals

women will 
experience hair loss 
in their lifetime

60%

100 hairs/day

80,000 - 120,000

50%

MYPURAS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
120 Spencer Street, Melbourne VIC 3000 Australia

AUSTRALIA mypuras.com.au Puras Australia purasaustralia

� THE GARDENS MALL (FLAGSHIP STORE)
• 1 UTAMA (FLAGSHIP STORE)

MALAYSIA

• 163 RETAIL PARK• IOI CITY MALL
• BANGSAR VILLAGE II

SCAN HERE FOR
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